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Name
USMAN
[usmank1@hotmail.com]
10-11-2018

Message
Assalam'o'Alaikum respected Sir, thank you so much for your kind
wishes. Sir, may Allah bless you with the best of health, aameen.
Profound regards,
Squadron Leader Muhammad Usman Khalid

Aadil Cyberlawexpert
[pk.cyberlaw.expert@gmail.com]
10-11-2018

Respected Sir
Its always an honor to be at the prestigious academy for judicial learning.
With due respect I am posted at Islamabad High Court and therefore
consider this academy as our mother academy. With reference to last
week course on Law of evidence, I have a few suggestions to made.
Although this is not appropriate forum as we were provided forms for
feedback at conclusion of the course but unfortunately the time provided
for that is very little and inappropriate as we are in hurry and giving a
week’s feedback needs time.
I am making this courage because of your fatherly behavior
towards our training. Sir I would strongly recommend to introduce a
course a course which focuses on the following aspects of electronic
evidence i.e.
- Legal admissibility of electronic evidence
- Appreciation of electronic evidence
- Relevant laws of electronic evidence
- Procedure to bring electronic evidence on record
In our daily life, in almost every case of even conventional crime, the
most important piece of evidences are based on CCTV footages, CDR,
mobile locations and stuff like that i.e. emails etc. but the respected
judicial officers needs proper training regarding all the above mentioned
aspects. With due respect I would also like to bring in your kind
knowledge that I have the honor to get an article of mine publish in
Journal section of the PLD 2017. I hope this email will be supportive in
assisting your worthy office.
Thank you sir
Jawad Hussain Aadil
Civil Judge cum Judicial Magistrate Section 30
Islamabad - East
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

Fida Jan [fidajan142@gmail.com]
10-11-2018

Respected sir
It was great pleasure for all of us to have our course under your kind
supervision..
Undoubtedly we were fortunate to learn in a different way as your
team managed the program in better way....
The most amazing thing for all of us was that you treated us as sons
and daughters....
Grateful....

